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ជំងឺអត់កូន
Infertility (noun): Inability
to get pregnant after one
year of trying to conceive.

The main causes of infertility are endocrine disruption (hormonal imbalance), damage to the
reproductive system, and impaired fetal viability, brought forth by many different factors (see page 3).

Infertility in men:
Low testosterone level
Abnormal sperm production
Abnormal sperm function
Problems with sperm delivery
Infections
Environmental toxins and brotoxins

Infertility in women:
Ovulation disorders
Uterine or cervical abnormalities 
Fallopian tube damage or obstruction
Endometriosis
Infections
Environmental toxins and brotoxins

Infertility

ជំងឺអត់កូន ឬ�ព�� នកូន (�ម): 
អសមត��ពក�ងុ�រ�នកូនេ��យ
េពលព��ម ក�ងុអំឡុងេពលមួយ�� ។ំ

មូលេហតុ�េ�ចីនែដល�ចេធ�ីេ�យេកីត�ពអត់�នកូនគឺ �ររ��នដល់�បព័ន�អរមូ៉ន �រខូច�តដល់សរ��ង�បន�ពូជ និង�ពចុះ
េខ�យរបស់�រក ែដលមូលេហតុ�ងំេ�ះជំរញុេ�យក�� មួយចំនួន។

�ព�� នកូនក�ុងបុរស៖
�� ក់អរមូ៉នេភទបុរស
�ពខុស�ប�កតីក�ងុ�រផលិតេមជីវ �ត
េមជីវ �តមិន�ចបំេពញតួ�ទីរបស់�
�នប�� ក�ងុដំេណីររបស់េមជីវ �ត

�ព�� នកូនក�ុង�ស�ី៖
�ពមិន�ប�កតីៃន�របេ��ញពងអូវលុ។
�ពមិន�ប�កតីៃនស�នូឬ�ត់ស�នូ
�រខូច�តឬស�ះៃដស�នូ
�� សស�នូកប់េ�ខុសកែន�ង



③ Metabolic syndrome and Diabetes:
     ⓐ Hyperglycemia 
          េឡងីស�រក�ងុ�ម
     ⓑ Hypertension 
          េឡងីសំ�ធ�ម
     ⓒ Excessive weight gain 
          េឡងីគីឡូ

① Inability to conceive
     មិន�ចពរេ�ះ

② Irregular period or amenorrhea
     រដូវមិនេទ�ង (មកតិច�ង៩ដងក�ងុ១�� )ំ រដូវមកតិចៗេពក ឬអត់រដូវ

④ Malaise
     អស់ក�� ងំ

⑤ Acne growth on face, chest and back
     េកីតមុនេលីមុខ �ទ �ង និងខ�ង

Signs and Symptoms
េ�គស�� ៃនជំងឺអត់កូន

⑥ High level of stress
     េ�ស�សេ�ចីន

⑦ Mood swings and highly irritable, easily agitated
     �រម�ណ៌មួេ�៉ �ប់ខឹង



Environmental toxins and pollutants:

Everyday toxic chemicals 

Organochlorine and organophosphate compounds (pesticides, herbicides, chlorinated water)

Heavy metals

Air pollutants 

Alcohol and recreational drugs

Mycotoxins (secondary metabolites of mold)

Sexually transmitted diseases, such as chlamydia and gonorrhea (see following pages)

Periodontitis and oral health

Genetically modified foods and genetically modified organisms (GMFs and GMOs)

Gluten and Celiac disease

Cancer treatment (radiation)

       �តិពុលក�ងុបរ ��� ន

             គីមីនិង�តិពុល�ប�ៃំថ� (សូមេមីលទំព័រប�� ប់)

             ស�ស�តុក�រ �ន និងស�ស�តុផូសស�័រ ែដលេ�ក�ងុ�� សំំ�ប់សត�ល�ិត �� សំំ�ប់េ��  និងទឹកបន�តុេ�យក�រ

             េ�ហ�តុធ�ន់

             �រ�តុពល់ក�ងុខ�ល់

             ��និងេ�គ�ងេញ�ន

             �តិពុលផលិតេ�យផ�ិត

       ជំងឺ�មេ�គ ដូច��បេមះទឹក��  និង�បេមះទឹក�យ �េដីម

       �ររ�កអ�� ញេធ�ញ និងសុខ�ព�ត់េធ�ញទូេ�

       ម�ូប��រ និង�រ�ង��យែដល�នែកែ�បែហ�ន

       គ�ូែទន (�រ�តុែដល�នក�ងុ��រេធ�ីពីេម��ស�វ�ឡ)ី និងជំងឺសឹក�� សេ�ះេវ�នែដលេកីតេឡងីពី�របរ �េ�គគ�ូែទន

       �រព��លម�រ�ក ដូច��រព��លេ�យ�រំស�ី ឬគីមី

Factors of Infertility
ក�� ែដល�ចបង�ជំងឺអត់�នកូន



Environmental Toxins

① Everyday Toxic Chemicals
     គីមីនិង�តិពុល�ប�ៃំថ�

There are toxic chemicals all around us and we are exposed to them daily. They directly affect
fertility by messing with our hormones, causing endocrine disruption. Some of these chemicals
mimic our natural hormones. This tricks the body to block real hormones such as estrogen, which
has a vital role in conception and pregnancy (Millionmarker, 2021).
ជំុវ �ញខ�ួនេយីងសំបូរេ�េ�យ�តិពុលែដលេយីងជួប�បទះ�េរ�ង�ល់ៃថ�េ�យេយីងមិនដឹងខ�ួន។ ��ន�រប៉ះ�ល់ដល់�រ
�នកូនេ�យរ��ន�បព័ន�អរមូ៉នរបស់េយីង។ គីមីខ�ះ�ចបន�ំខ�ូនេធ�ី�អរមូ៉នធម��តិរបស់េយីង េធ�ីេ�យ�ង�យ
របស់េយីងឈប់ផលិតអរមូ៉នែដលេយីង�ត�វ�រសំ�ប់�នកូន។

How do everyday toxic chemicals cause infertility?
រេប�បែដល�តិពុល�ប�ៃំថ�ប៉ះ�ល់សុខ�ពរបស់េយីង

Food and food packaging ម�ូប��រមួយចំនួន �បអប់ជ័រ ក��ប់ជ័រ និងសំ�រៈខ�ប់��រេផ�ងៗេទ�ត។
Canned drinks េ�គ�ងកំបុ៉ង
Cosmetics េ�គ�ងសំ�ងដូច� េឡ េ�គ�ងតុបែតង ែ�កម�ប�ត់។ល។
Perfumes, fragrances, and air fresheners ទឹកអប់ និងេ�គ�ង�កអូបមួយចំនួន
Some hard and soft plastics សំ�រៈ�� ស�ិកនិងជ័រ
Cash register receipts �ក�សវ�ក�យប�ត

The two most studied endocrine disrupting chemicals are Bisphenol A (BPA) and phthalates.
គីមីែដលេគ�ន��វ��វលំអិត�ងេគគឺ បី៊េស��ណុល A និង �តិ�� េឡត ែដលសំបូរក�ងុសំ�រៈជ័រនិង�� ស�ិក។

�តិពុលក�ងុបរ ��� ន

Women who undergo IVF with a high level of BPA were much more likely to have implantation failure.
�ស�ីែដលកំពុង�ន BPA កំរ �តខ�ស់ក�ងុ�ម �ន�និភ័យនឹងប�ជ័យក�ងុ�រ�នកូន�មវ�ធី IVF ។



② Organochlorine and Organophosphate Compounds
     ស�ស�តុក�រ �ន និងស�ស�តុផូសស�័រ

A study conducted by Joseph Pizzorno (ND) in 2018 shows that as the blood levels of
hexachlorocyclohexane, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT)
increase, their fertility goes down. When Infertile couples seek IVF, those with a higher level of PCB
were much less likely to succeed.
េគ�ន��វ��វេឃីញ�េពលកំរ �តស�ស�តុក�រ �នក�ងុ�មេកីនេឡងីខ�ស់ អ���នកូនក៏�� ក់ចុះែដរ។ េ�េពលែដលគូ�� មី
ភរ ���� នកូនរកបង�កំេណីត�ម IVF អ�កែដល�នកំរ �តគីមី PCB ខ�ស់ មិនសូវេ�គជ័យេទ។

A conducted study in Ontario shows that women farmers experience fertility-decrease in
proportion to pesticide and herbicide use.
េ��បេទស��� េគ�ន��វ��វេឃីញ�កសិករែដលេ�បី�� សំំ�ប់សត�ល�ិតនិងេ��  អ���នកូន�� ក់ចុះ។

Chlorination of water was seen as a public success but there were many unexpected problems that
came with it. This method of disinfecting water typically produces four trihalomethane (THM)
compounds: chloroform, bromodichloromethane, chlorodibromomethane, and bromoform.
Women who drink chlorinated water have an increased risk in stillbirth and are far more likely to
deliver a child with smaller body length and head circumference.
ក�រ �នែដលេគេ�បីសំ�ប់បន�ទុ�ទឹក�ចបំែបកេចញ�ស�ស�តុ៤�៉ងែដល�ន�រប៉ះ�ល់ដល់សុខ�ព។ �ស�ីែដលបរ �េ�គ
ទឹកអត់ចេ��ះ�ច�បឈមនឹង�ររលូតកូន និងអ���នកូនែដល�នខ�ួននិងទំហំក�លតូច�ងធម��េកីនេឡងីខ�ស់។

Men who frequently consume fruits and vegetables contaminated with pesticide have a significantly
lower sperm count and lower percentage of morphologically normal sperm.
បុរសែដលពិ�រែផ�េឈីឬបែន�ែដល�ន�ប់�� គីំមី�ញឹក�ប់ �នចំនួនេមជីវ �តតិច�ងធម�� និង�នេមជីវ �តែដលខុស�ប�កតី
េ�ចីនេលីសធម��។



③ Heavy Metals
     េ�ហ�តុធ�ន់
A study conducted in Hong Kong found that infertile couples have significantly higher mercury levels
in their blood than fertile couples. This suggests that infertility is linked with heavy metal toxicity.
Mercury is present in seafood and since Asians consume more seafood, their mercury levels are
higher than the general population. Mercury is not the only problematic metal.
េ�ទី�ក �ងហុងកុង េគ�នរកេឃីញ�គូ�� មីភរ ��ែដលមិន�ច�នកូន�ន�រតក�ងុ�មកំរ �តខ�ស់។ �រតសំបូរក�ងុេ�គ�ងសមុ�ទ
េហីយកំរ �ត�រតក�ងុ�មែតងែតខ�ស់ក�ងុជន�តិ�សុីពីេ��ះ�សុីបរ �េ�គេ�គ�ងសមុ�ទញឹក�ងអ�កដៃទ។ �នេ�ហ�តុធ�ន់
មួយចំនួនេទ�តក៏�ចបង�ប�� ដូច�� ។

④ Air Pollutants
     �រ�តុបំពុលខ�ល់
Tobacco smoke contains toxic metals and chemicals.
�� ជំក់�នេ�ហ�តុធ�ន់ និង�តិពុលេផ�ងេទ�តមួយចំនួន។

In women, smoking increases the rate of ectopic pregnancies and spontaneous abortions, stillbirths,
and infant mortality. In men, it may decrease sperm density, total sperm count, and the number of
motile sperm.
�ស�ីែដលជក់�រ ��ច�បឈមនឹង�នកូនេ��ស�នូ និង�ររលូតកូន។ បុរស�ច�� ក់គុណ�ពេមជីវ �ត និងេធ�ីេ�យចំនួនេមជីវ �ត
�� ក់ចុះ។
Secondhand smoking and smoke from vehicular exhausts also affect fertility. Men and women
who live near a highway or in industrial areas have reduced fertility.
��ន់ែតហឹតែផ�ង�រ �េពលេ�ែក�រអ�កជក់ ឬហឹតែផ�ង�នមូ៉តូ ក៏�ច�ន�រប៉ះ�ល់ដល់�រ�នកូនែដរ។ អ�កែដលរស់េ�
ជិតផ�ូវធំៗ ឬតំបន់ែដល�នឧស�ហកម�េ�ចីន�ច�នប�� ក�ងុ�រ�នកូន។

The air pollutants with the biggest impact are sulfur dioxide, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen oxides.
�តិពុល��វ�ងេគក�ងុខ�ល់គឺ សុ៊លហ�ួឌីអុកសីុត �បូនមូ៉ណូអុកសីុត និង�សូតអុកសីុត។
*សុ៊លហ�ួឌីអុកសីុត�នមកពី�បភពបីធំៗ៖ េ�ងច�កផលិត�មពលអគីស�ី េ�ងច�កចំ�ញ់និងស�ែដក និងែផ�ង�នមូ៉តូ។



⑤ Alcohol and Recreational Drugs
     ��និងេ�គ�ងេញ�ន
Alcohol is known to cause disturbances in the feedback mechanisms of the hypothalamus-pituitary-
gonad (HPG) axis, resulting in endocrine disruption that directly affects fertility.
�តិ�ល់កុល�ន�រប៉ះ�ល់េលីមតិយន��រអីុបូ៉��មូស-ភីតូរ �ស-េ���ដ េធ�ីេ�យ�ន�ររ��នដល់�បព័ន�អរមូ៉នរបស់េយីង។

Scientific studies show that women who smoke marijuana and use other recreational drugs have an
elevated risk of infertility due to ovulation abnormalities and disorders.
�រសិក�វ�ទ���ស�ប�� ញ��ស�ីែដលជក់ក��  ឬេ�បី��ស់េ�គ�ងេញ�ន��ប� ំ�ន�រ�បឈមនឹងប�� បេ��ញពងអូវលុ។

Risk of infertility from a tubal abnormality greatly increases with cocaine use (Mueller et al, 1990).
�រេ�បី��ស់កូ�អីុន�ចេកីន�និភ័យេកីតជំងឺអត់កូន ប�� លមកពីប�� ៃដស�នូ។

⑥ Mycotoxins
     �តិពុលផលិតេ�យផ�ិត
There is growing evidence that mycotoxins negatively affect human fertility.
សព�ៃថ�េនះ�នភស�ុ�ងប�� ញ��តិពុលផលិតេ�យផ�ិត�ចបង�ជំងឺអត់កូន�ន។

Exposure to mycotoxins can promote adverse effects on spermatozoa, Sertoli and Leydig cell
function, oocyte maturation, and uterine and ovarian development. (Eze et al. 2015)
�រប៉ះ�ល់�តិពុលផ�ិត�ចបង��ពខុស�ប�កតីក�ងុ េមជីវ �តេ�� ល និងេ�សិ�ែដល�នេ�ក�ងុសរ ��ង�បន�ពូជរបស់បុរស
�រលូត�ស់របស់េ�សិ�ពង�ស�ី និង�រលូត�ស់ស�នូ។
Mycotoxins may act as endocrine disruptors, altering the hormonal or chemical balance within
the body, and consequently leading to subfertility or infertility. (Eze et al. 2015)
�តិពុលផ�ិត�ចរ��ន�បព័ន�អរមូ៉ន ប�� លេ�យ�ន�ពខុស�ប�កតីក�ងុខ�ួនែដល�ចេធ�ីេ�យអត់កូន។



Sexually Transmitted Diseases

"Pelvic inflammatory disease, due to sexually transmitted infection, probably accounts for half of all
female infertility in many regions of the world. Low sperm count, often the result of infection, is the
most important preventable male factor." (Kates and Mckenna, 1984).
ជំងឺរ�ក�� ង�ត�កបង�េ�យជំងឺ�មេ�គមួួយចំនួន �ច�មូលេហតុៃន�ក់ក��លៃនករណី�� នកូនសំ�ប់�ស�ីទូ�ងំ
ពិភពេ�ក។

Untreated sexually transmitted diseases are capable of causing tubal inflammation, damage, and
scarring, resulting in tubal factor infertility.
ជំងឺ�មេ�គែដលទុកេ�លមិនព��ល�ចបង�េ�យរ�កនិងខូច�តៃដស�នូ ែដលប�� លេ�យអត់�នកូន។

investigation into the vaginal microbiome and other potential pathogens is necessary to identify
preventable causes of tubal factor infertility (Tsevat et al, 2017).
�រពិនិត�មី�ក�ជីវ�� �សរកុរកេមេ�គបង�ជំងឺ �ន�រៈសំ�ន់ក�ងុ�រប�� រជំងឺអត់កូន�មរយៈវ �បត�ិៃដស�នូ។

There is consistent evidence that Chlamydia trachomatis and Neisseria gonorrhoeae are involved
reproductive tract morbidities, including tubal infertility and pelvic inflammatory disease.
េគ�នរកេឃីញ� ជំងឺ�បេមះទឹក�� និងជំងឺ�បេមះទឹក�យ�ប់�ក់ព័ន�នឹងជំងឺសរ ��ង�បន�ពូជ និង�ររ�ក�� ង�ត�ក។

ជំងឺ�មេ�គ�ក់ព័ន�នឹងជំងឺអត់កូន



Periodontitis and Oral Health

Periodontitis (noun): A gum infection that damages the soft tissue and, without treatment, can
destroy the bone that supports your teeth.
�ររ�កអ�� ញេធ�ញែដលេធ�ីេ�យ�ន�រខូច�តដល់�លិ�ជំុវ �ញេធ�ញ ែដលប�� លេ�យឆ�ឹង�ទ�ទង់េធ�ញសឹករ �ចរ �ល។

Infertility may be associated with periodontitis. The biological explanation is that it may cause a
systemic inflammation, which could prevent ovulation or prevent implantation of the embryo
(Fogacci et al, 2016).
ជំងឺឬ�ពអត់កូន�ន�រ�ក់ព័ន�េ�នឹងជំងឺរ�កអ�� ញេធ�ញ។ មូលេហតុគឺមកពី�ររ�កអ�� ញេធ�ញ�ច�ល�លដល់
�បព័ន��ង�យេផ�ងៗ ដូច��បព័ន�បន�ពូជ ែដល�ចប�� លេ�យ�ស�ីអត់ពង ឬពងស�ុយ ឬរ��ន�រ�ច់សំបុកក�ងុស�នូ។

"The chronic inflammatory environment caused by periodontitis and advanced carious lesions in
women with unexplained infertility should be of great concern as it may have a role in the
etiology of infertility." (Telatar et al, 2020)
េយីងមិន�ចេមីលរ�លង�ររ�កអ�� ញេធ�ញ�ុៃំរ � និង�រពុកេធ�ញ�នេទ េ��ះ��ច�មូលេហតុបង�ជំងឺអត់កូនមួយែដរ។ 

ជំងឺអ�� ញេធ�ញនិងសុខ�ព�ត់េធ�ញ



GMOs and GMFs

Some crops are genetically modified to produce its own natural insecticide. Scientists were able to
extract, from Bacillus thuringiensis bacteria, the gene that produces Bt-toxin and insert it into the DNA
of crops. When insects eat these crops, the toxin from the plants splits open their stomachs and kills
them.
ដំ�ខំ�ះ�ត�វ�នេគែកែ�បែហ�នេដីម�េី�យ�ផលិត�រ�តុសំ�ប់សត�ល�ិតខ�ួនឯងេ�យមិន��ំច់�ញ់�� ។ំ អ�កវ �ទ���ស�
�នយកែហ�នក�ងុ�ក់េតរ �ែដលផលិត�តិពុល Bt េហីយរមួប��ូល�េ�ក�ងុ DNA របស់ដំ� ំេធ�ីេ�យដំ�េំ�ះ�ន
សមត��ព�រ�រខ�ួនពីសត�ល�ិត។

Organic farmers have been known to use a spray or solution form of Bt-toxin on their crops,
which they claim is harmless to humans. 
"The Bt-toxin spray is dangerous, the GM version is worse." (Smith, 2019)
កសិករខ�ះែដល�ដំំ��ំមធម��តិេ�បី�� �ំន�តិពុល Bt ពីេ��ះ�ត់គិត��មិន�នផលវ��កដល់សុខ�ពេទ។ �� ំ
�ញ់ Bt េ��ះ�� ក់ បុ៉ែន��រែកែ�បែហ�ន�ន់ែតេ��ះ�� ក់�ងនឹងេទ�ត។

A study was conducted on mice by Austrian scientists to assess the impact of Bt on the
reproductive system. The longer mice were fed GM corn, the fewer babies they had. Their
offspring were smaller and less healthy.
អ�កវ �ទ���ស�ពី�បេទសអូ�ទីស�នរកេឃីញ�កណ�ុ រែដលសីុេ�ត Bt យូរៗេ�ពំុសូវ�នកូន េហីយកូនេកីតមកតូច�ង
ធម�� និង�នវ�បត�ិសុខ�ពេ�ចីន។

ម�ូប��រនិង�រ�ង��យែដល�នែកែ�បែហ�ន



Many farmers in the United States reported that pigs that were fed GM corn became sterile,
had false pregnancies,  or gave birth to bags of water. Cows and bulls also became sterile and
some farmers even blamed Bt for the death of their livestock.
កសិករពី�បេទស�េមរ �ច�ន�យ�រណ៍��ជ�កនិងេ�ែដលសីុេ�ត Bt មិន�ច�នកូន រលូតកូនអស់ ឬេកីតកូនមក
�ថង់ទឹក។ ក�ងុករណីខ�ះ�នសត��ហនៈ�� ប់។ 

"If Bt genes from corn chips also transfers, it might convert our intestinal flora into living
pesticide factories—continually producing Bt-toxin inside of us." (Smith, 2009)
េបីែហ�ន Bt ក�ងុ��ររមួប��ូលេ�ក�ងុែហ�នរបស់មី�ក�ជីវក�ងុ�កពះេ�ះេវ�នរបស់េយីង មី�ក�បេយីងនឹង�� យេ��
េ�ងច�កផលិត�តិពុល។ 



Gluten and Celiac Disease

A study was conducted by the Department of Medicine in the United Kingdom on female
patients with celiac disease and unexplained infertility. They were put on a gluten-free diet and
each of the patients was able to become pregnant. This suggests that the treatment of celiac
disease by a gluten-free diet may improve fertility. (Morris and Adjukiewicz, 1970)
�យក�� នសុ�ភិ�លេ��បេទសអង់េគ�ស�នពិេ�ធន៍េឃីញ��ស�ីែដល�នជំងឺអត់កូន និងជំងឺសឹក�� សេ�ះេវ�នតូច
�ច�នកូនេពលែដល�ត់ប�ូររបប��រដកគ�ូែទនេចញ។ េនះប�� ញ��រដកគ�ូែទនេចញពីរបប��រ�ចជួយក�ងុ�រ
ព��លជំងឺអត់កូន។

If you have celiac disease, you are more likely to be deficient in folic acid, iron, zinc and selenium.
This is because you are not absorbing these nutrients from food due to the damage to the lining
of your gut. These nutrients are all essential for a healthy reproductive life and fertility.
អ�កែដល�នជំងឺសឹក�� សេ�ះេវ�នតូច�ច�ន�រខ�ះ�តិែរ �សំ�ន់ៗមួយចំនួន។ មូលេហតុគឺមកពី�ត់�នវ�បតិ�េ�ះេវ�នតូច
មិន�ច�ស�បជីវ�តិ�ន�គប់��ន់។

Celiac disease may be an underlying cause of unexplained infertility. Therefore, testing for celiac
disease in infertile couples should be considered.
ជំងឺសឹក�� សេ�ះេវ�នតូច�ច�មូលេហតុមួយែដលបង�ជំងឺអត់កូន។ េហតុេនះេហីយ េយីងគួរែតេធ�ីេតស�រកជំងឺេនះក�ងុករណី
�នជំងឺអត់កូនែដលមិនដឹងមូលេហតុ។

គ�ូែទននិងជំងឺសឹក�� សេ�ះេវ�នតូច



Processed foods and packaged food 

Genetically modified food

Gluten, if you are gluten sensitive/intolerant or are suffering from Celiac disease

Plastic, especially with food and drink

Cash register receipts

The ingredients "fragrance" or "parfum"

Unsafe cosmetic products

Chlorinated water

Avoid the following េជ�ស�ង៖

       ��រែកៃឆ� និង��រេវចខ�ប់

       ��រនិង�រ�ង��យែកែ�បែហ�ន

       គ�ូែទន េបី�ង�យរបស់អ�កទទួល�មិន�ន

       ជ័រឬ�� ស�ិច �ពិេសស�បអប់ជ័រខ�ប់��រ

       វ �ក�យប�ត�ក�ស

       ទឹកអប់និងេ�គ�ង�កអូប

       េ�គ�ងតុបែតងខ�ូនែដលមិន�នសុវត�ិ�ព

       ទឹកមិនចេ��ះែដល�នក�រ �ន

Prevention
វ �ធីប�� រ



Pesticides and herbicides, especially if you are a farmer

Having unsafe sex

Eating seafood excessively

Smoking 

Using recreational drugs and drinking too much alcohol

       �� សំំ�ប់សត�ល�ិតនិងេ��

       �ររមួេភទែដលអត់សុវត�ិ�ព

       ពិ�រេ�គ�ងសមុ�ទេ�ចីនេពក

       �រជក់�រ �

       �រេ�បីេ�គ�េញ�ន ឬពិ�រ��េ�ចីនេពក



Treatment
�រព��ល

Treatment plan depends on the
underlying cause of the condition.
វ �ធីព��ល��ស័យេ�េលីមូលេហតុបង�ជំងឺ។

It is important to investigate into the root cause.
There could be multiple causes to infertility.
�ររកុរក�បភពបង�ជំងឺសំ�ន់�ស់។ ជំងឺអត់កូន�ចបង�
េ�យក�� េ�ចីនបូកចូល��  ដូេច�ះ�ត�វព��ល�ងំអស់។

The best treatment is prevention.
�រប�� រគឺ�វ�ធីព��លែដល�ន�បសិទ��ព�ងេគ។


